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Bailey Robinson is testing her new powers as a witch, with much chagrin. Being witchy isn't all it's
cracked up to be, and now the new mysterious owner of the Seven Caves has arrived. He's
handsome with a devil may care attitude that is both intriguing and yet off putting at the same time.
And when an artifact from the Caves goes missing, Bailey and the new owner find themselves on a
dangerous quest to find the item that may hold the secret to the Caves.Find out what happens when
Bailey discovers the new owner has secrets of his own along with a violent and heartbreaking past.
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Bailey is still learning what it means to be a witch. It's not going very well. She can't even light a
candle. She's still depressed because of what her boss had done. In comes the new owner of the
seven caves. He offers her job back at triple the rate. Then there is a break in at the tour office.
Nothing seems to be missing until Bailey checks the museum. An artifact is missing. Her boss
doesn't want to report its theft. Not suspicious, huh? There's just something not right with him. All
the characters from the first book are here. You'll get to know them better. New people to meet. This

book is even better than the first. Try this series if you haven't. If you have, you'll love this one even
more.

It is a great book to read, the characters are great, the plot is wonderful, it flows magically, what else
can I say, it kind of continues where it lefts off in the fist book. Except that a new owner comes along
and Bailey wants to find out his mystery ways and why he is acting funny but she does get to the
bottom of things and does find out more about her past but it is a nice past. So I do recommend to
read this book and I can't wait to read the third book.

No sophomore slump here, this was even better than the first book of the series.! The pacing was
great and the characters are continuing to grow. Bailey is learning more about her magical abilities
and surprises exist about others in town with special abilities as well. I cannot wait to see what
happens next!I received an ARC in return for my honest review.

The second book in the series was a continuation of the story and Bailey working on her witch skills.
Someone buys the now closed Cave tour company and Bailey gets her old job back with much
better pay. In the day to day life of Bailey, Avery, and Piper, things are changing. And then there is
Bailey's new boss, Aiden, who seems to be hiding secrets of his own. Bailey finally shares her
secrets with Avery, Piper and her father, and Avery has a secret of his own to share. The three older
witches are reluctant to tell Bailey anything and she is clearly frustrated by their lack of help. Despite
that, some interesting mysterious happenings are discovered and solutions reached. A very
satisfying read. Just make sure you read book 1 first!

Bailey continues to have trials when using her new found powers. In this second book, actions force
her into letting her two best friends into her secret, but this leads to even more secrets and
revelations. And the new owner of the caves tour company poses a whole new set of problems.
Poor Bailey, who can she trust when her own powers and feelings are so unreliable? This is an
interesting series with an intriguing mythology and complling characters. I received an advance
copy for an honest review.

I read the first book in this series and liked it. I loved this second book. The new character, Bailey's
new boss, will make things interesting. I look forward to seeing what will develop with their
relationship. Even though I ended up buying a copy to read because I wasn't smart enough to

download the free copy, I feel that this was well worth the money. I highly recommend it but I think
you should read the first book first or you might be a little lost. I look forward to the next book.

This book was even better than the first. Bailey is growing and learning more and more about
herself, her true self with the help of some interesting and colorful characters. A great story filled
with mystery, surprises and fun.I was given this book for my honest review and I honestly can't wait
till the next book comes out.

This is my new favorite series! I got this book as an ARC, but I would have bought it anyway
because I loved the first one so much. This one was even better, I cannot wait for the next one. I
loved the introduction of Aiden and the story line he brought with him. I can't wait to see what
happens next!
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